


WELCOME TO 

A distributed decentralized consensus organization (DDCO)



WHAT IS BANTERBUCKS?

BanterBucks is a distributed decentralized 
consensus organization (DDCO) run by a 
computer network instead of a single central 
entity. BanterBucks aims to revolutionize the way 
organizations are run by allowing for 
decentralized decision-making and enabling 
individuals and groups to collaborate and share 
resources.

BanterBucks leverages the power of the 
blockchain to unlock permissionless future value 
by harnessing continued government inflation 
growth in a reduced risk asset and exposure.



WHAT IS BANTERBUCKS?

The DDCO would be governed by a set of rules 
embedded within “intelligent” contracts and 
enforced by the network. Token holders would 
be eligible for rewards based on their token 
level, which can be paid out in BanterBucks
tokens or other forms of cryptocurrency or 
stablecoins. 



OUR ADVANTAGE

Treasury Backed

Using a treasury backed by a 
basket of cryptocurrencies 
will create a strong national 

asset value.

Transparency

Using the blockchain helps 
as we don’t have to trust we 
can always verify. This is the 
backbone of BanterBucks.

Infinite Banking

Creation of a product that 
can be borrowed against in 
the now, leveraging its IP & 

future worth.



BANTERBUCKS

Sale Token Price

1BNB = 16,000,000 BBT
1MATIC = 40000 BBT

Initial Listing Price

1BNB = 10,000,000 BBT
1MATIC = 25000 BBT 

Price reflects the current market 2023

The price guide is for transparency not to promote speculation



OUR ROADMAP COMPLETED
March 2021 Solve a 

question of transparency 
& crypto investing 

experience when first 
entering the market.

May 2021 Create a core 
Model proof of concept 

fund

June 2021 Create token, 
DAO, & Treasury Model 

to safeguard price 
bottoms.

Aug 2021 Expand model 
proof of concept fund

Nov 2021 Create 
integration with Trading 

Algo VoodooWarold

Dec 2021 Expand the 
core team & scope of 

the project.

March 2022 Seed round 
to cover expenses & at a 
valuation of $1,076,923

Oct 2022 Solidify the 
core team and website 

build-out, & develop the 
NFT membership levels.

Jan 2023 Company 
registration application, 
finalize NFT art concept



OUR ROADMAP TO COME

Launch Pink 
Finance then list on 

the open DeFi
markets

Project 
vetting for 

degen
investing

Launch 
MERCH! &

Lottery 

Governance model & 
token 

Treasury 
backed loans



BANTERBUCKS FEATURES:

Boosted Staking

Not just a reflection 
protocol; incentivize 
liquidity providers in 
market-making pools.

Quadratic DAO

A fairer distributed 
decentralized 
community 
governance model.

Community

An efficient global 
system covering all 
corners, provides best 
data security.



BANTERBUCKS FEATURES:

Premium Benefits

These are tiered with 
Diamond 21%, Gold 20%, 
Silver 19% and Bronze 
18% starting actual yield

Degen Early Investing

BanterBucks as a 
project launch platform 
partners to help 
projects successfully lift 
off. 

Reflection Rewards+

Members who deposit 
NFTs will receive 
airdrops, real yield 
disbursements and 
other tiered benefits.



MEMBER REFLECTION DISTRIBUTION

21% starting real interest  and profit 
sharing for deposited NFTs



MEMBER REFLECTION DISTRIBUTION

20% starting real interest  and profit 
sharing for deposited NFTs



MEMBER REFLECTION DISTRIBUTION

19% starting real interest  and profit 
sharing for deposited NFTs



MEMBER REFLECTION DISTRIBUTION

BanterBucks uses a 
boosted staking reward.

Deposited NFTs open with the APY 
for the tier. This declines over time, 
but the percentage also represents 
the share of any profit from 
divesting shared between all 
actively deposited at each 
membership level.

*Based on current market rates and 
conditions

18% starting real interest  and profit 
sharing for deposited NFTs



MEMBER REFLECTION DISTRIBUTION
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boosted staking reward.
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MEMBER REFLECTION DISTRIBUTION

18% 
Bronze  
Members

19% 
Silver 
Members

20% 
Gold  

Members

21% 
Diamond 
Members

14%
All BBT Tokens BanterBucks uses a 

boosted staking reward.

Deposited NFTs open with the APY 
for the tier. This declines over time, 
but the percentage also represents 
the share of any profit from 
divesting shared between all 
actively deposited at each 
membership level.

*Based on current market rates and 
conditions



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

15% 
Post Listing 
Sale

25 % 
Liquidity

2.5%
Project 

Members

5.5%
Valuation 

Round

7.5%
Bounty and 
Campaign

BanterBucks aims to disrupt the 
crypto trading & investing industry 
by lowering the barrier of entry.

All members have a vested stake, 
and as the distribution shows, this is 
set to be a community-heavy 
controlled project. 

The tokens allocated are a 
representation as only 4% are core 
team & Advisors allocated; the rest 
are accessible to the public by 
valuation.

10% 
Fund Vault

1.5 %
Advisory and 
Partners

33 %
Pink Listing



BANTERBUCKS ECOSYSTEM

In time we aim to create a stand-alone 
mobile to integrate with the BanterBucks
token and expand the use-case further.

• Crypto-news curation
• NFT Staking
• MERCH!
• TradingBots
• Crypto Lottery Fund
• Asset Backed Lending
• Crypto Based Gaming



THE BANTERBUCKS SOLUTION

BANTERBUCKS closes the open loop of endless unaccounted currency printing.

In centralized banking and economic systems 
such as the Federal Reserve System, 
corporate boards or governments control the 
supply of currency by printing units of fiat 
money or demanding additions to digital 
banking ledgers. The transactions create a 
deflationary supply mechanism where the 
more used, the more it burns from circulation.



CONTACT BANTERBUCKS

@BANTERBUCKS

info@BanterBucks.com

Any question? Reach out to us and we’ll get back 
to you shortly.



WELCOME TO 


